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STATUTES (§1-§3)
§ 1 Name and headquarters
(1) The name of the company is:
Dr. Randoll Institut
Non-Profit Organization with limited liability for Matrix Research and
Education
(2) The company has its head office in Munich
§ 2 Purpose of the company
(1) The company aims at integrating new insights from biological systems theory and
basic cell-biological research into medical practice. Biological systems theory is the
result of current research. It has initiated a kind of processed-oriented thinking in
medicine, which in turn has opened the way to new diagnostic and therapeutic
opportunities, based on video-microscopic research of living cells: Living processes
are self-organized within their general conditions. If those conditions change,
macroscopically observable symptoms develop, which hierarchically result from
alterations of the extra-cellular matrix (space around each cell in the body). By
influencing these basic conditions (cellular logistics) in a targeted fashion at the level of
cell-biological regulations, symptoms can be relieved more gently than before and by
addressing the root causes (paradigm shift in medicine).
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The purpose of the company is to implement, disseminate and further optimize noninvasive, nature-conform methods of therapy, developed during earlier research, into
various specialized disciplines for the benefit of patients, with quality management and
quality assurance.
Thus, the task of the company is to promote and support research and teaching for
prevention, rehabilitation, therapy and diagnostics in medical and other health-related
fields. It will provide information on the insights which are gained in this process, for
treatment of diseases, and on regenerative and preventive potentials for the maintenance of
good health.
In particular, the purpose of the company will be realized by the following measures:
- Preparation of a curriculum based on the systemic Matrix Therapy Concept for further
education of health practitioners (doctors, therapists, etc.) from different specializations
(quality assurance).
- Continuation of research in cooperative networks with basic researchers, in order to
develop further strategies for therapy in the context of the Matrix Concept.
- Realization and organization of national and international seminars, advanced training
courses and workshops to communicate and discuss the insights gained by this company
as well as contributions by others, for targeted dissemination of the Matrix Concept.
- Technical assistance and provision of equipment for support and standardization of
planned research and documentation.
- Preparation and publication of these insights through scientific journals, participation in
conferences and other channels of communication.
- Exchange of experience among health practitioners who are applying the processoriented thinking of the Matrix Concept in the general health system.
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§ 3 Non-profit status
(1) The company solely and directly pursues not-for-profit purposes in the meaning of the
“tax privileged purposes” section of the German Tax Code (Abgabenordnung).
(2) The company acts selflessly; it does not primarily pursue purposes aimed at economic
viability.
(3) Funds of the company may be used only for the purposes set out in these statutes.
(4) For the realization of the purpose of these statutes, the company may enlist the services
of assistants.
(5) No person may be benefit from expenditures that are not related to the purposes of the
company or through disproportionately high allowances.
(6) The associates shall not receive any shares in profits and shall not in their capacity as
associates receive any other allotment – with the exception of expenditures and
refundable costs – out of the company’s funds. Upon leaving the company, its
dissolution or upon obsoleteness of the not-for-profit status of the company, they are
not entitled to the shares of the company, other than the paid-up shares in the capital
and the average value donated in kind.
(7) Upon dissolution of the company or upon obsoleteness of the non-for-profit status of
the company, the assets of the company, as far as they exceed the paid-up shares in the
capital of the associates and the average value donated in kind, will pass, in equal
shares, to the Trägerverein Spastiker-Zentrum – Verein zur Förderung spastisch
gelähmter Kinder, Jugendlicher und Erwachsener und anderer Menschen mit
Behinderung e.V. (ICP München, Garmischer Straße 241, 81377 München), to the
Gesellschaft für Haltungs- und Bewegungsforschung e.V. (Haimhausenerstraße 1,
80802 München) and to Ärzte ohne Grenzen e.V. (Am Köllnischen Park 1, 10197
Berlin), to be used solely and exclusively for their non-profit-making purposes. In the
event that none of these nonprofit entities exists any more, the assets shall pass to
another tax-privileged entity, to be used solely and exclusively for its tax-privileged
purposes. This entity shall promote research and teaching regarding prevention and
rehabilitation.
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